Minutes of the Town of Lake George Planning Board meeting held on January 8, 2019 at 6:00 p.m., at the Town
Center, 20 Old Post Road, Lake George, New York.

Members Present:

Fred Pape, Vice Chairman
Robert Flacke
Heath Mundell
Nathan Hall
David Meixner

Absent:

Sean Quirk, Richard Askew

Also Present:

Dan Barusch, Adele Behrmann, Tom Hutchins, Fred Austin, Jere Tatich, Ruben Ellsworth, Donna
Ellsworth and others.

Vice Chairman Pape opens the meeting at 6:00 p.m.

A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Robert Flacke to accept the minutes of the December 11,
2018 meeting in the record.
All in favor, motion carries.

1.
Application for Modification to Site Plan Review SPR41-2017 submitted by Jon Tousaint with Tom Hutchins as
agents with a modification request to add an additional 110 sq. ft. to the existing, approved building footprint which is
a new, 2 story, 4 bedroom and 2 baths single family dwelling; for property located at 1 Tamarac Lane. Tax Map No. is
226.09-1-3. Lot size is 0.62 acres. Zoning Classification is RCH-LS. Code References are 175-23 & 175-37. SEQRA is Type
II.
Tom Hutchins, who is the project engineer, begins by stating that on January 9, 2018 an approval was granted to the
Tousaints to replace the existing residence with a new single family dwelling. Subsequently, they decided to put a second
bedroom on the first floor which would add 110 sq. ft. to the existing footprint. The Board was given the prior plans and
the new plans showing the requested changes as explained by Mr. Hutchins and how the change would occur. Two inside
corners that are 7 ft. x 8 ft. each will be squared off to allow the owners to add the second bedroom which is very
important to them. Essentially no changes will occur except for a slight change of the roofline which will be a little higher
but still within the required 40 ft.
The stormwater fun off will not increase although eave trenches are proposed and as for the septic system, a new system
was installed in 2013 sized for 4 bedrooms therefore sufficient and compliant for the residence.
With no questions from the Board, Chairman Pape opens the public hearing with no response from the public.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Nathan Hall to close the public hearings.
All in favor, motion carries.
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Vice Chairman Pape reads the application into the record.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Robert Flacke to accept the application as complete.
All in favor, motion carries.
Nathan Hall voices his appreciation to Mr. Hutchins and the applicants for following the correct procedures by appearing
in front of the Board for such a minor change.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Nathan Hall to approve Modification to Site Plan Review SPR412017 as submitted.
Ayes:

5

Nayes:

0

Abstain:

0

Absent:

2

Flacke, Mundell, Hall, Meixner, Vice Chairman Pape

Quirk, Askew

All in favor, motion carries.
2.

Application for a Minor Subdivision SUB1-2019 submitted by Adirondack Lakeview Corporation (Fort

William Henry Corp.) with Fred Austin as agent, with a proposal for a minor subdivision of 8.36 acres into two lots,
3.17 acres & 5.19 acres respectively. The 3.17 acres lot is developed with a motel and office building; the 5.19
acres lot will be vacant for the foreseeable future; for property located at 48 Canada Street. Tax Map No. is
264.04-1-23. Lot size is 8.36 acres. Zoning Classification is TC-A. Code References are 175-17, 150-7 & 15027. SEQRA is Unlisted.
Robert Flacke recuses himself.
Fred Austin is the agent for the applicant begins by stating that they have no plans for the second lot but are
entertaining several ideas one of them being assisted living housing.

As soon as the subdivision is officially

approved, they’ll begin planning for future development; access to the new lot will be off Ellsworth Road. After a
brief discussion the Board Members feel that this is a simple subdivision acknowledging that the applicant will have
to come back to the Planning Board for any future development.
Vice Chairman Pape opens the meeting to the public with no response.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Fred Pape to close the public hearings.
All in favor, motion carries.
David Meixner reads the application into the record.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Nathan Hall to accept the application as complete.
All in favor, motion carries.
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Heath Mundell reads Part I and II of the SEQRA. (A copy is attached to this document).
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Nathan Hall to declare a Negative SEQRA.
All in favor, motion carries.
Nathan Hall informs Fred Austin that should development occur, to be conscientious of the fact that there are
already 87 motel units on the site and that they are very close to exceeding the maximum lot coverage allowed.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Nathan Hall to approve Minor Subdivision 1-2019 with the
following condition:
▪

The applicant shall come for site plan review should there be plans to develop Lot #2.

Ayes:

4

Mundell, Hall, Meixner, Vice Chairman Pape

Nayes:

0

Abstain:

1

Flacke

Absent:

2

Quirk, Askew

All in favor, motion carries.

3.

Application for Site Plan Review SPR26-2018 submitted by Lake George Dinosaur Park, LLC with Jere

Tatich as agent with a proposal to change an existing tourist attraction from Magic Forest Theme Park to Lake
George Expedition Park which will include the addition of “Dino Roar Valley” (20 full scale animatronic dinosaurs
and associated features) as well as enhancements of the current Magic Forest facilities; for property located at 1912
Route 9. Tax Map Nos. are 277.02-1-25, 277.02-1-26, 277.02-1-27 & 264.04-1-35. Lots sizes are 28.10
acres, 7.03 acres, 0.82 acres and 10 acres respectively (45.95 total acreage). Zoning Classification is TC-A.
Code references are 175-15 & 175-37. SEQRA is Unlisted.
Robert Flacke rejoins the Board.
Jere Tatich is the Principal Landscape artist with Elan and the agent representing Lake George Park, LLC.

Ruben

and Dana Ellsworth, who are the owners of Magic Forest, several friends, family and key members of the project
are also in attendance. He briefly describes the project as a rebranding of the park through different phases from
Magic Forest to Lake George Expedition Park with the addition of Roar Valley being the first project of the redevelopment. The park is not only an entertainment venue but it will also be educational with the opportunity to
hold classes, dig for fossils, puppet shows, etc. with the undertone to be that of an ecological park. The project they
are seeking approvals for will occupy 8 acres of the total park’s 46 acres. It will be located in the valley portion of
the park and it will use a lot of current features including the existing road. The site is wooded and the intent is to
keep as much as the forest as possible with the disturbance remaining at below 15,000 sq. ft. and the addition of
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not more than 1,000 sq. ft. of new impervious area. An unnamed stream crosses the area and they’re in the
process of cleaning it up and restoring it to its original, natural beauty. This will be Magic Forest final year as future
developments of Dinosaur Valley continues at different stages.
The safari tram road will be converted to a walking trail where the guests can experience digging sites with
archeologists on staff as well as the sounds and the sights of dinosaurs and it will take about 2 hours; he continues
by detailing all the other features of the new park. The 20 different dinosaurs are currently being fabricated and
will be ready in March; some of them are 135 ft. in length and 35 ft. in height. The goal is to open up Memorial Day
and close in the fall; the hours will be 12:00 pm to 6:00 p.m.7 days a week.
Nathan Hall asks if they plan on using the Magic Forest part of the park. Mr. Tatich replies that Dinosaur Valley is
the new component with Magic Forest being included in the future as a visual based park however details are still
being worked out. Presently, Magic Forest will remain open with a 2 tickets option so the customers can choose to
enter either park or both.
Heath Mundell asks details about the bases or foundations the dinosaurs will be on and is informed that for the
smaller dinosaurs (7 ft. long); sonotubes will be used while the larger dinosaurs will be on pads. Engineers are
working on the bases but their goal is to use sonotubes in order to minimize the disturbance. Nathan Hall expresses
his concern with staging the project although he is in full support of the new park and appreciates its ecological and
educational components; he believes that SEQRA review should not be segmented to just this project but rather the
project as a whole should be reviewed.

Dan Barusch replies that this is a grey area in zoning law since

segmentation occurs when numerous components of a larger project are known but only one is being reviewed at a
time while this applicant doesn’t know future phases of this park nor when they may be completed. SEQRA can be
done on what is presented to the Board now with the understanding that the applicant will come back to the Board
for future phases. Nathan Hall’s concern is that the amount of disturbance presented is for this project, will there be
more for the other phases? Dan Barusch responds that the site development data presented for this project contains
Magic Forest as well. The applicant is asked if the 1,000 ft. disturbance includes the pads; Mr. Tatich replies that it
is highly likely that sonotubes will be used instead of pads. Underground conduits will be used for the electrical
infrastructure; in addition, the Town’s noise ordinance will be strictly followed.
Dan Barusch informs the Board that a non-jurisdictional JIF was received by the APA, as for restrooms facilities, the
existing ones will be used; if upgraded or extended a permit from the Town and the Dept. of Health will be
necessary. The Town as yet to receive the County’s GML239m referral response, however it could have potential
been sent today. Dan Barusch reviewed with the Board the stormwater plan which is a minor one due to the small
increase in impervious area but informs the agent that the APA is reviewing their regulations and they may require
retrofitting it in the future. The proposal for the sign is to have a bigger sign than what’s there now and a directional
sign featuring the dinosaurs’ park on Bloody Pond Road; Dan Barusch reminds them that permits are needed for the
signs.

Vice Chairman Pape asks the Board for a vote on whether this project should have a public hearing; he

personally feels that one won’t be necessary for this particular project since there isn’t a major enough change to
justify having one.
A motion is introduced by Nathan Hall; seconded by Robert Flacke to schedule public hearing.
Ayes:

2

Flacke, Hall

Nayes:

3

Mundell, Meixner, Pape
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Abstain:

0

Absent:

2

Quirk, Askew

Motion carries.
Vice Chairman Pape reads the application into the record.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Robert Flacke to accept the application as complete.
All in favor; motion carries.
Nathan Hall reads the Part I of the SEQRA.
Vice Chairman Pape reads Part II of the SEQRA.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Nathan Hall to declare a Negative Declaration.
All in favor, motion carries.

A motion is introduced by Nathan Hall; seconded by Heath Mundell to approve Site Plan Review SPR26, 2018 with
the following condition:
▪

The proposed project shall receive a “No County Impact” determination from Warren County Planning
Department.

Ayes:

5

Nayes:

0

Abstain:

0

Absent:

2

Flacke, Mundell, Hall, Meixner, Vice Chairman Pape

Quirk, Askew

All in favor, motion carries.
A motion is introduced by Heath Mundell; seconded by Nathan Hall to adjourn the meeting at 7:20 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,
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Adele Behrmann
Planning & Zoning Clerk
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